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The concept of using controlled temperature gradients to non-parasitically remove excess water from
porous media during PEFC stack shutdown has been numerically investigated. An integrated modeling
approach focusing both at stack and single cell level is presented. The stack thermal model is developed
to obtain detailed temperature distribution across the PEFC stack. The two-phase unit fuel cell model is
developed to investigate the detailed water and thermal transport in the PEFC components after shut-
down, which for the first time includes thermo-osmotic flow in the membrane. The model accounts for
olymer electrolyte fuel cell
hutdown
hermo-osmosis
eat-pipe
ater transport

tack

capillary and phase-change induced flow in the porous media, and thermo-osmotic and diffusive flow
in the polymer membrane. The single cell model is used to estimate the local water distribution with
land or channel boundary condition, and the experimentally validated stack thermal model provided the
transient temperature boundary conditions. Two different stack designs are compared to quantify the
residual water in the stack. Model results indicate that a favorable temperature gradient can be formed in
the stack to enhance the water drainage rate, esp. at anode end cell locations, where freeze/thaw damage
has been observed to occur.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Improvement in the fuel cell durability and rapid cold start per-
ormance are two key technical challenges that impede successful
uel cell commercialization for automobile application. Both top-
cs have gained considerable attention in last 5 years [1–4] and
trongly depend on the water management scheme in the fuel cell
nd stack. After cell/stack shutdown, water will redistribute in the
uel cell components depending on the cell materials, stack design,
nd shutdown protocol. All these factors determine the residual
ater and its movement in the fuel cell components.

Recent studies performed by Mench and co-workers have
hown that residual water plays a key role in freeze-damage [4–7]
nd fuel cell cold start ability [8–10]. Khandelwal et al. [8–9]
ave shown that if not purged, almost 15–20% of the total energy
equired to achieve successful cold start can be consumed in melt-

ng ice. Studies performed by Kim and Mench [4] have identified
arious physical degradation modes and have shown that liquid
ater in contact with the catalyst layer must be minimized to miti-

ate damage. Currently, various purging methods are being utilized

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 814 865 0060; fax: +1 814 863 4848.
E-mail address: mmm124@psu.edu (M.M. Mench).

1 Current address: UTC Power Corporation, South Windsor, CT 06074, USA.

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.04.080
to minimize the residual water in the fuel cell. In practice, purge is
traditionally restricted to a short duration due to the high parasitic
energy requirement.

Recently, non-parasitic purging methods using temperature
gradients [11–12] have gained attention as a potential pathway
to non-parasitically reduce the residual water saturation. Bradean
et al. [11] and Perry et al. [12] have shown that a modest tem-
perature gradient can induce significant liquid water motion after
shutdown. Perry et al. [12] observed that in some cases, the anode
end cells can have substantially lower performance compared to
cathode end cells, due to the different direction of liquid water
transport during cool down to a frozen state. It was found that
this water movement direction was dependent on the tempera-
ture gradient in the end cell. This observation is consistent to our
model results reported in a previous publication [13]. In this case,
the cathode side of anode end cell remains at a higher temper-
ature than the anode side during cool down, resulting in higher
liquid water at cathode catalyst layer. To solve this, Perry et al. [12]
used different diffusion media with lower permeability at anode
end cells. This helped to restrict motion of liquid into the catalyst

layer from the porous plates and prevent damage. An advantage
of this approach is that it can be selectively used for any cells
in the stack. On the other hand, Bradean et al. [11] changed the
stack design such that a favorable temperature gradient is setup in
the stack, i.e. the anode bi-polar plate temperature is higher than

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:mmm124@psu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.04.080
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Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area (m2)
b height of the stack (m)
Cp specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
D diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1), thermo-osmotic dif-

fusion coefficient (mol m−1 s−1 K−1)
EW equivalent weight (kg mol−1)
Hgl latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1)
k permeability (m2), thermal conductivity

(W m−1 K−1)
M molecular weight (kg mol−1)
Psat saturation pressure (Pa)
R universal gas constant (8.314 J mol−1 K−1)
s saturation
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
u velocity (m s−1)

Subscript
amb ambient air
bp bi-polar plate
m membrane
w liquid water phase, water in Nafion

Latin symbol
� density (kg m−3)
ε porosity
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� viscosity (Pa s)
� water content in Nafion (mol H2O/mol SO3

−)

he cathode bi-polar plate temperature for all cells in the stack.
his will result in similar water drainage from porous media into
he flow channels in all cells. The disadvantage of this approach is
hat it requires changes in the stack design and can’t be selectively
sed for anode end cells in the stack. In spite of this experimental
vidence, temperature gradient driven flow is not very well under-
tood in the fuel cell literature. Recently, the authors developed
two-phase single cell model for PEFC shutdown and investigated

he thermal driven mode of water transport in fuel cell [13–14]. The
ovel feature of their model was inclusion of a directly measured
hermo-osmosis relationship in the electrolyte membrane and the
hase-change induced (PCI) transport [15–16] in the porous media.
revious work was limited to a constant temperature gradient con-
ition and is currently extended to a simulated shutdown scenario

n this work.
In this work, the two-phase single cell model is extended to

xplore the concept of using controlled temperature gradients to
on-parasitically remove excess water from end cells during PEFC
tack shutdown. To explore this concept, an integrated modeling
pproach focusing on both single cell and stack is adopted. The sin-
le cell model is used to estimate the local water distribution with
and/channel boundary condition, and the stack thermal model
rovides the transient temperature boundary condition to simu-

ate the end cells. Ultimately, the proposed methodology can be
sed to improve stack design and develop shutdown protocol to
inimize the residual water.
. Model development

This section provides brief description of both the two-phase
ingle cell and stack thermal models. Detailed formulation of both
odels has been published elsewhere [8,13–14].
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic and control volume for the two-phase single cell computational
model. Computational domain with both land (Domain A) and channel (Domain B)
boundary condition are shown. (b) Schematic of the PEFC stack and its components
for one-dimensional stack thermal model [8].

2.1. Two-phase single cell model

A schematic of the fuel cell, its components, and control vol-
ume for the two-phase single cell model development is shown
in Fig. 1a. Conservation of mass and energy has been performed
for each fuel cell component and combined with various interfacial
boundary conditions [13–14]. In this model, diffusion media (DM)
and catalyst layers (CLs) are considered to be porous media and
the polymer electrolyte membrane (Nafion®) is considered to be
water solvent. Another key assumption is that the polymer elec-
trolyte membrane is treated with a diffusion model. The diffusion
model is chosen based on the availability of experimental water dif-
fusivity data. The water content of membrane, �, is defined as the
number of moles of water associated with a mole of sulfonic acid
group in the membrane H2O/SO3

−. By using the gradient of � as the
driving force, the diffusion model can be used for the whole range
of 0 < � < �0 = 22. Actually, if the polymer membrane can be con-
sidered as a porous media with free water at a high water content
(i.e. 22 > � > 14), through the capillary relation for a two-phase
flow in porous media, we can show ∇pw∼(∂pw/∂sw)∇sw∼∇�.
Thus the hydraulic-type model can be simplified to a diffusion-
type model, providing unification of the two approaches [5]. The
model accounts for capillary and phase-change induced (PCI) flow
(heat-pipe effect) [13,16] in the porous media, thermo-osmotic and
diffusive flow in the polymer membrane. Other model assump-
tions and detailed derivation for water and thermal transport have
already been presented by Khandelwal et al. [13]. For brevity, only
a summary of model is presented in this article.

In the porous media (DM and CL), the governing equation for
water transport can be written as

∂sw
((

k
) )
ε�w
∂t

− �w∇ krw �w
∇pw − ∇(DgT∇T) = 0 (1)

where

DgT = D
Mw

R

∂

∂T

(
Psat

T

)
(2)
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the adopted integrated approach is shown in Fig. 2. The transient
stack thermal model provides the spatial temperature distribu-
tion, which is used to obtain the temperature boundary condition
for single cell model. This temperature boundary condition can be
obtained for any cell in the stack. In this study only anode and cath-
M. Khandelwal, M.M. Mench / Journa

here sw is the liquid water saturation, pw is liquid water pres-
ure, D is water vapor diffusion, Psat is saturation pressure and T is
emperature of the control volume. All other symbols are defined
n the Nomenclature. In Eq. (1), the first term represents the rate
f change of water in the control volume, the second and third
erms represent the capillary transport and diffusion flux due to the
hase-change effect, respectively. It should be noted that in this for-
ulation, the phase-change induced (PCI) flow is driven purely by

hermodynamic saturation pressure gradients. It does not include
urface energy effects that may also play an important role, but
ave yet to be investigated in fuel cell components. Eq. (1), along
ith the saturation and capillary relation is solved for liquid water

aturation and pressure in the porous media domain.
For the Nafion® domain, water transport is modeled with a

ure diffusion model [17–19], including thermo-osmosis [20–21].
ater transport in the membrane can be represented in terms of
embrane water content (�w) and the governing equation can be
ritten as [13]:

∂�w

∂t
= ∇(D�∇�w) +

(
EW

�m

)
∇(DT∇T) (3)

here D� is the membrane water diffusion coefficient, EW is mem-
rane equivalent weight, �m is membrane density, and DT is the
embrane thermo-osmotic diffusion coefficient. In Eq. (3), the first

erm on right hand side represents the diffusion flux and second
erm is due to the thermo-osmotic flux. It should be noted that by
sing the gradient of water content, � (water concentration) as the
riving force, the diffusion model can be used for the whole range
f 0 < � < � = 22 to treat the liquid water [13].

The energy equation may also have different forms in various
uel cell components. For the porous media, the generalized energy
quation can be written as [13]:

∂(�CPT)
∂t

+ �wCp,w∇(uwT) = ∇(k∇T) + SvapHgl (4)

here �, Cp and k are porous media density, specific heat and ther-
al conductivity. In Eq. (4), the left most term represents the rate

f change of energy in the control volume (i.e. thermal energy
torage), and second term represents the advection due to liquid
ater, the first term on the right is the conduction heat transfer

nd last term represents the heat released/absorbed due to the
hase-change in the porous media. Advection transport due to the
apor diffusion is neglected. Thermal transport properties for the
M were obtained by volume averaging. For the electrolyte domain

Nafion® or Gore® Membrane), conduction is the dominant mode
f thermal transport. In the absence of any heat generation from
hase-change, the energy equation can be written as [13]:

∂(�CpT)
∂t

+ �wCp,w∇(uwT) = ∇(k∇T) (5)

here all symbols are defined in the Nomenclature. The mem-
rane thermal properties can also be evaluated as a mixture of dry
embrane and water by volume averaging [7].
Water and thermal transport equations were solved in the DM,

L and membrane. Boundary/interface conditions need to be spec-
fied in the thru-plane direction (x-direction) only. Boundaries in
ther direction are symmetric; hence all gradients on these bound-
ries are zero. For water transport, zero mass flux is specified
or a land boundary condition. For a channel boundary simula-
ion, zero capillary pressure was specified in the gas channel.

his channel boundary condition simulates the maximum drainage
rom the gas channel [13]. At the other porous material interfaces
DM|CL, DM|MPL, MPL|CL), mass flux and water pressure continu-
ty is imposed. For the thermal transport, a constant temperature or
onvective boundary condition can be specified at the DM boundary
wer Sources 195 (2010) 6549–6558 6551

(both at land/channel case). For all other interfaces in the compu-
tational domain, temperature and flux continuity is imposed.

2.2. Stack thermal model

The schematic of the stack and its components for the model
development is shown in Fig. 1(b). The stack model used in this
study was originally developed by Khandelwal et al. [8] for the cold
start analysis and has been customized to simulate the shutdown
scenario. The original stack cold start model [8] was a transient
conduction heat transfer model with phase-change of ice, coolant
re-circulation, advection heat transport due to flow of reactant
gases, and heat generation due to the electrochemical reaction
and ohmic losses. In this stack model, each stack component was
resolved spatially in the x-direction, and conservation of energy
is performed to obtain the final governing equation for the tem-
perature. To modify this stack start-up model for a shutdown
scenario, reactant gas and coolant flow was eliminated and no heat
generation due to electrochemical reaction or melting of ice was
considered. Additionally, advection heat transfer due to the liquid
motion under temperature gradient is also neglected. Thus, the only
mode of heat transfer across the solid stack components in the
PEFC shutdown model is conduction. The generalized governing
equation for each stack component can be written as

∂T

∂t
=

(
k

�Cp

)
∂2T

∂x2
(6)

where all symbols are defined in the Nomenclature. In Eq. (6), the
left side is the rate of change of control volume temperature (i.e.
thermal energy storage), right side is the conduction heat transfer.
Interface temperature and flux continuity was imposed across all
stack components, and convective boundary condition was used at
both end plates. Details of numerical implementation are provided
in Refs. [8,28].

2.3. Model integration

To estimate the residual water in the anode/cathode end cell,
an integrated approach combining the stack thermal model and
two-phase single cell model is adopted. A flow chart describing
Fig. 2. Flowchart illustrating the integrated modeling approach combining stack
thermal model with two-phase single cell model.
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Table 1
Stack and cell parameters used in model simulation.

Symbol Parameter (unit) Value [Ref]

l Width of the stack (m) 0.1
b Height of the stack (m) 0.25
N Number of cells 20
tep End plate thickness (m) 0.005 (Design 1)

0.05 (Design 2)
tcp Coolant plate thickness (m) 0.0008
tbp Bi-polar plate thickness (m) 0.0008
tdm Anode/cathode DM thickness (�m) 400
tcl Anode/cathode CL thickness (�m) 10
tm Membrane thickness (�m) 20
kp,DM DM permeability (m2) 3 × 10−12 [22,23]
kp,CL CL permeability (m2) 3 × 10−14 [5]
εDM DM porosity 0.8
εCL CL porosity 0.3
sirr Irreducible saturation 0.35, assumed
D� Membrane water diffusion coefficient (m2 s−1) 2 × 10−10 [24]

coeffi −3 (−2297.3/T)
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DT Membrane thermo-osmotic diffusion
EW Membrane equivalent weight (kg mo
Hgl Latent heat of vaporization (J kg−1)
Tamb Ambient temperature (K)

de end cells are investigated. Using the cell temperature boundary
ondition, the single cell model is used to estimate the local water
istribution with land/channel boundary condition.

During shutdown, the stack temperature will decrease from
ormal operating condition to room temperature. Therefore, the
emperature boundary condition from the stack model will be
ransient in nature. It should be noted that the model integration
as done in an explicitly rather than a real time fashion due to
umerical complexity. To numerically implement this model inte-
ration, transient temperature conditions from the stack model
ere stored. As the solution marches in time, the temperature

oundary condition in the single cell model was updated from the
tored temperature information from the stack simulations. The
ime to reach the steady state condition (temperature only) will
epend on the stack design and material properties.

. Result and discussion

Stack dimensional parameters and material properties are listed
n Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

.1. Model validation

.1.1. Two-phase single cell model
The single cell model was qualitatively validated for phase-

hange induced flux (PCI) [13] in the DM. For qualitative validation,
he model was run on a test configuration of 4 layers sandwiched
M and observations were compared with neutron-radiography

NR) studies. The model was simulated with land and channel

oundary condition, with different temperature gradient and aver-
ge temperatures. These detailed PCI flux studies have already
een presented elsewhere [13,28]. Only one result of transient liq-
id temperature distribution in the 4 layers sandwiched DM is
hown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 shows a transient profile of liquid satura-

able 2
hermal/material properties of the stack components.

Thermal conductivity, k (W/m K)

End plate 10 [26]
Coolant plate 10 [26]
Bi-polar plate 10 [26]
Diffusion media 0.4 [27]
Catalyst layer 0.2 [27]
Membrane 0.2 [27]
cient (mol/ms K) −1.04 × 10 e [25]
1.1
2260 × 103 [26]
298

tion distribution in the 4 layered sandwiched diffusion media with
land boundary condition, for two different temperature differences
(�T = 10 and 2 ◦C). These two temperature differences provide two
extreme cases (�T = 0.5 and 2.5 ◦C across each DM) to investigate
the PCI effect in the DM. Initial liquid saturation of 0.2 was specified
and average temperature was maintained at 75 ◦C in both scenarios.
With a land boundary condition, liquid water will evaporate on the
left side and will diffuse towards the right (due to lower tempera-
ture/concentration), and can condense anywhere inside the DM or
on the right wall. As the configuration marches forward in time, liq-
uid saturation on left side decreases to zero and a dry front moves
toward the right. On the other hand, condensed water on right
side will increase the liquid saturation and eventually increase to
a value greater than the irreducible saturation. As liquid satura-
tion value exceeds the irreducible saturation value, a dominating
backward capillary flow is developed, and eventually, a steady state
condition can be achieved when evaporation and vapor diffusion
towards right will be balanced by the backward capillary flux. Com-
paring Fig. 3a and b, it can also be observed that with change of
temperature gradient across DM, only the time scale of diffusion
process (phase-change flux) changes. For �T = 10 ◦C, steady state
condition is achieved in almost 300 s, as shown in Fig. 3a. However,
for �T = 2 ◦C, a steady state condition was not achieved until 900 s
(Fig. 3b). At steady state, the liquid saturation profile will be same
for both cases, but the time to reach steady state can be dramatically
different.

To qualitatively validate the model trend and results, neutron-
radiography (NR) imaging was used. The NR imaging experiments
were performed at the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST) test facility, where a small field-of-view (2.5 cm2)
high resolution (∼10 �m) neutron imaging system exists. Details
of the text fixture and experimental methodology are presented
elsewhere [28]. To observe the PCI effect as simulated, 4 layers of
commercial diffusion media (SGL® series 10BB/10BA/10BA/10BB)

Density, � (kg m−3) Specific heat, Cp (J/kg K)

1740 [26] 1460 [26]
1400 [26] 935 [26]
1400 [26] 935 [26]

450 710 [26]
450 710 [26]

1980 [24] 1170 [26]
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ig. 3. Transient liquid saturation distribution in 4-layer sandwiched diffusion
edia at different times Tavg = 75 ◦C, land boundary condition (a) �T = 10 ◦C and (b)
T = 2 ◦C.

ere used for the experimentation. In a non-operating condition,
node side gas channels were filled with liquid water and a tem-
erature gradient was applied by two coolant re-circulation baths
28,29]. The anode bi-polar plate (left side in Fig. 4) was main-
ained at 70 ◦C and the cathode bi-polar plate (right side) was

aintained at 60 ◦C. Microporous layers were turned to be fac-
ng both channel sides to prevent liquid water penetration into
he DM (breakthrough pressure is measured to be ∼6 kPa), but
llow vapor diffusion. Fig. 4 shows the NR images at 1, 5 and
6 min after the start of the experiment. After 1 min of experimen-
ation (Fig. 4a), it can be clearly seen that water has condensed
n the cathode side from the anode channel. The condensed
ater has moved underneath the cathode land or began to drain

nside the channel (top/bottom wall of cathode gas channel).
ithout an imposed temperature gradient, no water transport

cross the cell was observed. This observation is quite similar
o that predicted from the one-dimensional model. At t = 5 min,

ore water has condensed underneath the land and drained
nside the cathode gas channel (Fig. 4b). From Fig. 4c, it can be
een that the cathode gas channel is almost filled with liquid

ater after 16 min of the experiment. It should be noted that in

he NR imaging experiments, the anode gas channel was always
lled with liquid water, i.e. it has an infinite source of water
o evaporate. On the other hand, in the numerical simulation,
he amount of water is limited by the specified initial condition.
wer Sources 195 (2010) 6549–6558 6553

Thus, no dry front movement can be observed from the NR imag-
ing.

3.1.2. Stack thermal model
As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, the stack model was

originally developed for cold start analysis and is modified here for
the shutdown scenario. During model development for cold start
analysis, the stack thermal model was validated with the start-
up experimental data on a 20-cell stack from −10 ◦C to ambient
temperature. The stack was fully instrumented to measure oper-
ating current density, individual cell voltage for all 20 cells, and
temperatures measurements for 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th and 20th cell.
After a rigorous sensitivity study, the model was validated for
all 5 locations temperature measurement [28]. Further details of
stack validation cannot be provided due to stack propriety infor-
mation. Moreover, stack model calibration is true for one set of
stack dimension and need to be recalibrated, if the stack dimen-
sions and materials are changed. In the result section, we have used
the stack dimension and material properties that are available in
the published literature.

3.2. Impact of thermo-osmosis

To investigate the effect of thermo-osmosis on water trans-
port, one-dimensional simulations were performed on a full cell
geometry. Before simulating the real shutdown temperature condi-
tions from stack model, simulations were performed with constant
temperature gradient and average temperature. Applying these
constant temperature conditions help in understanding how tem-
perature affects water transport in the cell. These conditions
also represent the maximum impact of thermo-osmosis on water
removal after cell shutdown. Thermo-osmosis has not traditionally
been included in fuel cell models, but can become an important
mode of water transport under shutdown conditions, as described
below.

Simulation dimensions and other parameters are shown in
Table 1. The average temperature was maintained at 75 ◦C and two
different �T: 10 and 2 ◦C across the fuel cell were used. Simula-
tions are presented with constant temperature and land boundary
condition with TL = Tavg + �T/2, TR = Tavg − �T/2, where TL is the
anode side temperature and TR is the cathode side temperature.
It has already been shown that the trend for water transport with
land and channel boundary condition is similar [13]. Moreover,
with land a boundary condition it is relatively easy to monitor
the water transport, as no vapor or liquid can escape the com-
putational domain. Initial temperature, liquid saturation in DM
and CL, and membrane water content is specified as a value of TL,
0.15, and 15.2 (14 + 8sw), unless otherwise specified. The thermo-
osmotic diffusion coefficient is negative for most commonly used
fuel cell membranes. A typical range of thermo-osmotic diffusion
coefficient is 10−6 to 10−7 mol m−1 s−1 K−1 [25], depending on the
membrane average temperature. The expression shown in Table 1
has been determined for a W.L. Gore® membrane [25].

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the transient liquid saturation/water con-
tent profile in a fuel cell with a negative thermo-osmotic diffusion
coefficient for �T = 10 and 2 ◦C, respectively. With negative thermo-
osmotic diffusion coefficient, the direction of thermo-osmotic flux
in the membrane will be from the cold to hot side, i.e. from
cathode catalyst layer to anode catalyst layer, as simulated here.
However, diffusion flux will be from the anode to cathode side.
So, the direction of net water flux in membrane will depend on

the relative magnitude of diffusion flux (positive direction) and
thermo-osmotic flux (negative direction). For a given membrane,
the magnitude of these fluxes will depend solely on a coupled bal-
ance between the concentration and temperature gradient effects,
respectively. As the temperature field is developed in the domain,
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hermo-osmotic flux will remove water at a constant rate from
he cathode to anode side of the membrane. However, due to
hase-change induced flux in the DM and CL, liquid saturation on
he anode catalyst layer increases. On the cathode catalyst layer,
he liquid saturation is decreasing with time. The magnitude of
he diffusion flux will be increasing as the concentration gradi-
nt increases across the membrane. Fig. 5(a) shows a scenario
�T = 10 ◦C), when the diffusion flux cannot overcome the oppos-
ng thermo-osmotic flux due to high temperature gradient. In this
ase, as soon as cathode catalyst layer is dried, no water can be
ransported from anode to cathode or vice-versa. Thus, in this sce-
ario the membrane becomes a barrier for water drainage and
oth anode and cathode DM and CL will behave as two disjoint
orous media domains. It should be noted that the thermo-osmotic
uxes deducted by Kim and Mench [25] were for fully liquid satu-
ated membranes, and it is likely that for partially dry membranes,
hermo-osmotic flux is reduced somewhat. Fig. 5(b) shows another
cenario (�T = 2 ◦C) when diffusion flux is able to overcome the
pposing thermo-osmotic flux. It has been already shown that in
he porous media (DM and CL), decreasing the average tempera-
ure will slow rate of water vapor diffusion [13]. Thus, implying
hat diffusion flux in membrane can reach the same order as the
revious scenario �T = 10 ◦C. However, thermo-osmotic flux in
he membrane will be drastically reduced due to the decrease in
he temperature gradient across membrane. As we can see from
he plot, initially, liquid saturation near the anode catalyst layer
ncreases and then it start decreasing as water diffuses from anode

o the cathode side. At the same time, the liquid saturation at the
athode catalyst layer reduces to zero, as liquid water was trans-
orted to anode catalyst layer by thermo-osmotic flux along with
he water movement towards the land by phase-change induced
ux. Also, the net rate of water transport across the membrane
d diffusion media: SGL® series 10BB/10BA/10BA/10BB, Tavg = 65 ◦C, �T = 10 ◦C (a)

(from anode CL to cathode CL) is lower than the amount of water
which can be removed from PCI effect at cathode CL. Thus, the
cathode catalyst layer will remain dry. Another important aspect is
that all the water from the anode cannot be transported to cathode
side. At steady state, a balance of diffusion flux and thermo-osmotic
flux in the membrane will be achieved and no more water can be
transported. So, in this scenario, the cathode CL can achieve the
dry condition and anode CL will always have some residual water.
The amount of residual water can be estimated by the flux bal-
ance. For example in the �T = 2 ◦C scenario, thermo-osmotic flux
is ∼2.65 × 10−4 kg m−2 s (�Tmembrane ∼ 0.2 ◦C). From the diffusion
flux relation D�MW (�m/EW)(��W /�x) and with sw = 0 (�w = 14)
on the cathode catalyst layer side, it can be found that residual liq-
uid saturation on the anode side should be around 0.102. A typical
temperature difference across any cell in a conventional stack PEFC
stack can vary from 0 to 2 ◦C depending on the cell location in the
stack. However, with the change in the stack design (e.g. Bradean
et al. [11]) and shutdown protocol (e.g. forced cooling on one end
during shutdown [28]), the temperature gradient across the cells
can be substantially increased. Study of water transport in end cell
and impact of stack design on water drainage etc. is presented in
the following sub-section.

3.3. Stack temperature distribution

In this study, two different 20-cell stack designs proposed by
Bradean et al. [11] are investigated for end cell water transport

and are shown in Fig. 6. In the first design (Design 1), the stack is
insulated from all sides except the cathode end plate (Fig. 6a), thus
artificially creating a defined temperature gradient. In Design 2, a
heat reservoir is attached between the end plate and insulation on
the anode side of Design 1 (Fig. 6b). Due to the addition of heat reser-
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Fig. 7. Transient temperature distribution in a 20-cell PEFC stack during shutdown
ig. 5. Transient liquid saturation and water content distribution in the one-
imensional fuel cell simulation with negative thermo-osmotic diffusion coefficient,
avg = 75 ◦C, land boundary condition (a) �T = 10 ◦C and (b) �T = 2 ◦C.
oir, the temperature gradient in the stack is increased in Design
. Stack dimensions for both designs are listed in Table 1. Table 2

ists the stack material properties used in the stack thermal model.
oth stack designs were cooled from 65 ◦C to room temperature by
atural cooling (from anode end plate).

ig. 6. Schematic of stack design to use temperature gradient to drain water [11]
a) Design 1: fuel cell stack insulated on all side except one stack end and (b) Design
: new fuel cell stack design with heat reservoir between anode insulation and end
late.
(natural cooling): (a) conventional stack insulated from all side except cathode end
plate (Design 1) and (b) stack design with high thermal mass on anode end plate
[11] (Design 2).

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the transient stack temperature pro-
file for both stack designs. Stack simulations were performed to
simulate 12 h after shutdown, but temperature profiles are shown
only for the first 3 h for brevity. It can be easily seen from the plot
that the net temperature gradient across cells in stack Design 2 is
almost two times higher as compared to the Design 1. After 30 min
of shutdown, the average temperature difference across the cells in
the stack was ∼6 ◦C for Design 1 and ∼10 ◦C for Design 2. The two
key parameters for temperature driven phase-change water trans-
port are average temperature and temperature gradient [13]. It is
quite evident from Fig. 6 that cells in Design 2 have higher average
temperature as compared to Design 1. To investigate the tem-
perature gradient, the variation of temperature difference across
anode/cathode end cell with time for both stack designs is shown
in Fig. 8. For the anode end cell (cell 1), the maximum temperature
difference (�T) for Design 2 (∼0.3 ◦C) is almost three times more
than Design 1 (∼0.1 ◦C). On the other hand, for the cathode end cell
(cell 20), the maximum �T is almost the same (∼0.55 ◦C) for both

stack designs. However, after achieving the maximum �T, the rate
of decrease of �T for cathode end cell in Design 2 is substantially
lower than Design 1. Thus, Design 2 not only amplifies the tem-
perature gradient for anode end cell, but it also increases the cell
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ig. 8. Transient temperature difference across anode end cell (cell 1) and cathode
nd cell (cell 20) for both stack designs.

verage temperature for both anode/cathode end cells. Both effects
nhance water motion via phase-change induced flow effects.

.4. End cell water distribution

To investigate the detailed water transport in the end cell during
hutdown, the temperature boundary condition was derived from
he stack model results. Single cell simulations were performed
ith constant initial temperature of 65 ◦C, liquid saturation of 0.15

n DM and CL, and membrane water content (� = H2O/SO3
−) of 15.2.

or detailed comparison, end cell results are presented for both
and and channel boundary condition with identical temperature
oundary condition. It should be noted that in the real scenario land
nd channel may have different temperature boundaries which
ay complicate the water transport somewhat.
Fig. 9 shows the rate of decrease of average saturation in

node/cathode end cell for both stack designs. Note that this is the
aximum value, since we are assuming zero capillary pressure in

he channel. The assumption of zero capillary pressure will not be
rue if there is a droplet in the channel because of drainage from

iffusion media. For the cathode end cell, water drainage rate is
lmost the same for both stack designs for first 45 min after shut-
own. Afterwards, water drainage rate decreases slightly for Design
end cell due to lower temperature gradient as compared to Design
end cell (Fig. 8). On the other hand, the Design 2 anode end cell

ig. 9. Rate of water removal in porous diffusion media in anode end cell (cell 1)
nd cathode end cell (cell 20) for both stack designs.
Fig. 10. Transient liquid saturation distribution in the anode end cell for both stack
designs with land boundary condition (a) Design 1 and (b) Design 2.

perform substantially better than Design 1. Water drainage rate
increases almost three to four times from Design 1. The improve-
ment in the drainage rate for Design 2 anode end cell is a combined
effect of high average temperature and gradient. This observation
is consistent with experimental observation by Bradean et al. [11],
and also qualitatively validates the integrated modeling approach.
It should be noted that exact quantitative match is very difficult
to obtain due to the unavailability of stack design and dimensions
as well as limitations of the two-phase model. In this shutdown
experiment, negative membrane thermo-osmotic diffusion was
considered. This implies that there will be always some residual
amount of water at anode catalyst layer, resulting from the balance
of thermo-osmosis and diffusion flux in membrane. As temperature
decreases, thermo-osmotic flux also decreases. Thus, the residual
water at anode the catalyst layer decreases. After 3 h of shutdown,
liquid saturation was reduced to less than 0.01 for all cases except
the Design 1 anode end cell, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the detailed liquid saturation distribution
in the anode end cell with land and channel boundary condition,
respectively. For the land boundary condition, water evaporates
at higher temperature and diffuses towards the right side (lower
temperature) and condenses underneath the land. Eventually, a
balance of backward capillary flux and forward diffusion flux is

achieved. On the other hand, for the channel boundary condi-
tion, water vapor escapes from the right side, thus drains liquid
water from the fuel cell. The water drainage rate presented in
Fig. 9 was derived from the simulations with channel boundary
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ig. 11. Transient liquid saturation distribution in the anode end cell for both stack
esigns with channel boundary condition (a) Design 1 and (b) Design 2.

Fig. 11). This analysis indicates that a change in the stack design
an enhance the stack temperature gradient and increase the water
emoval rate.

.5. Effect of cooling rate

All the above simulations were presented with natural cooling
n the right end plate (cathode side) for the stack. Fig. 12 shows
he improvement in the dry-out time for the Design 2 anode end
ell with an increase in the cooling rate (convective heat trans-
er coefficient on right end plate: h). Here, the dry-out time is
efined as the time for average saturation in the fuel cell diffusion
edia to become less than 0.01. This condition is chosen because,

ue to the negative membrane thermo-osmotic diffusion coeffi-
ient, it is not possible to fully drain the liquid water using the
emperature gradient method. Fig. 12(a) shows the drainage rate
or varying cooling rate, h, varying from 10 to 10,000 W m−2 K−1.
rainage rate increases with increase in h from 10 to 50 W m−2 K−1.
t h = 10 W m−2 K−1, the average liquid saturation was reduced to

ts minimum value in 130 min. However, for h = 50 W m−2 K−1, it
ook only 60 min to drain the same amount of liquid water. It should
e noted that the drainage of the water from the porous media is
nto the channels, which would ultimately need to be drained as
ell before freeze. This can be accomplished with a rapid purge

f circulating gas, or with gravity forces, depending on the par-
icular design. Afterwards, the rate of increase in water removal
s significantly decreased and reaches almost an asymptotic value
Fig. 12. (a) Rate of water removal in porous media in anode end cell (cell 1) for
Design 2 with different cooling rate on right end plate and (b) variation of porous
media drying time with cooling rate.

for h greater than 100 W m−2 K−1, and is shown in Fig. 12(b). The
increase in cooling rate (h) is proportional to the parasitic losses
in the fuel cell system, implying this approach may decrease the
overall fuel cell system efficiency. The purpose of use of thermal
driven phase-change flux is to drain the liquid water from the fuel
cell with minimum parasitic loss. Additionally, forced cooling may
also result in reaching the ambient temperature at a faster rate as
compared to the natural cooled stack design or conventional stack
design. So, in sub-zero environment, a forced cooling stack design
may end up in having more cold start cycle than conventional stack
and can impact fuel cell durability. Thus, with a forced cooling stack
design, a careful analysis must be done in enhancement of drainage
(saving in parasitic losses), and additional energy required and its
impact on fuel cell durability.

Depending on the location of a particular fuel cell in a stack,
the anode or cathode side may be the colder location during shut-
down, and a scenario with a temperature gradient can exist. A key
to minimize the residual water at the cathode catalyst layer is to
maintain the relative balance of phase-change induced flux in DM,
and net balance of thermo-osmotic flux and diffusion flux in the
membrane. The goal is to fully drain the electrode at shutdown
before a frozen condition is reached. The reader should also note
that these results are investigated for the current specific stack

design and may not be directly applicable to others stack design.
Stack design for automobile and other application may need to
be changed to use temperature driven flow to reduce the resid-
ual water. But this work clearly demonstrates that by changing
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he stack design a modest temperature gradient can be achieved
o increase the water drainage at the electrode before cold condi-
ions (a high enough gradient to move water, but not enough for
hermo-osmotic flux to overcome diffusive drainage), thus proper
hutdown can be achieved. Thus, by reducing residual water, both
old start performance and freeze-damage can be improved.

. Conclusions

In this work, an integrated modeling approach is presented to
nvestigate the concept of using controlled temperature gradients
o non-parasitically remove excess water during PEFC shutdown.
wo mathematical models: a two-phase single cell model and a
tack level thermal model have been developed and integrated
hru boundary conditions. The stack level model is a transient ther-

al model which provides detailed stack temperature distribution.
he single cell level model is a two-phase unit cell model and is
apable to predict the detailed saturation and thermal profile in
he PEFC components. The key features of the two-phase single
ell model are incorporation of phase-change induced flow in the
orous media, and thermo-osmotic flux in the polymer membrane.
o integrate both models, the single cell model is used to estimate
he local water distribution with land/channel boundary condition,
nd the stack thermal model provided the transient temperature
oundary condition to simulate any cell in the stack.

Model results indicate that a favorable temperature gradient
an be formed in the stack to enhance the water drainage rate
ith a high impact in the anode end cells by changing the stack
esign to promote an internal temperature gradient during shut-
own. It was shown that water drainage rate can be increased by
hree to four times by adding a heat reservoir at the anode end
late. This favorable temperature gradient (or drainage rate) can
e further enhanced by forced cooling on the cathode side of the
tack. It was found that water drainage rate reaches an asymptotic
alue for a cooling rate higher than h 100 W m−2 K−1. However, a
orced cooling stack design may have adverse impact on overall
ystem efficiency and fuel cell durability as compared to conven-
ional stack design. Ultimately, the results of this work can be used
o improve stack design and develop less parasitic shutdown pro-
ocol to minimize the residual water in the fuel cell materials after
hutdown.
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